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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF SEPTENBALJUR
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH (AI QIMENG,
1708-1780), ET AL.
QING DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771-1776
Estimate: 1,500,000 - 2,500,000 HKD
oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting a commanding officer and imperial prince of the Qing
empire in frontal view, dressed in a full set of armour, wearing an iron battle helmet
with Sanskrit script picked-out in gilt on the brim of the helmet, the protective flaps
extending down from the base of the helmet framing his oblong face set off by his
scruffy mustache and wispy goatee, his grey suit of armour studded with brass bosses
with epaulettes on both shoulders and five circular iron patches below on each
sleeve, his chest protected by a large circular iron chestplate, with the suit secured
by a strap tied below, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner
inscribed vertically in Chinese characters with Yuan canzan dachen lingshiwei nei
dachen gulun efu zeng heshi qinwang Sebutengbaerzhuer ('Imperial Councillor,
Commander of the Imperial Bodyguard, Imperial Son-in-Law, Imperial Prince of the
first rank, Septenbaljur', repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper
left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Pingding liang
Jinchuan gongchen xiang di chi ('The seventh painting from the series of meritorious
officials who contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the major and minor]')
72.7 by 55.6 cm., 28 5/8 by 21 7/8 in.
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT O F SEPTENBALJUR
ATTRIBUTED T O IGNAZ SICHELBARTH (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL.
QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771-1776
oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting a commanding officer and imperial prince of the Qing empire in
frontal view, dressed in a Full set of armour, wearing an iron battle helmet with Sanskrit script
picked-out in gilt on the brim of the helmet, the protective flaps extending down from the
base of the helmet framing his oblong face set off by his scruffy mustache and wispy goatee,
his grey suit of armour studded with brass bosses with epaulettes on both shoulders and
five circular iron patches below on each sleeve, his chest protected by a large circular iron
chestplate, with the suit secured by a strap tied below, all against a bluish-grey background, the
upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese characters with Yuan canzan dachen lingshiwei
nei dachen gulun efu zeng heshi qinwang Sebutengbaerzhuer('lmperial Councillor, Commander
of the lmperial Bodyguard, lmperial Son-in-Law, lmperial Prince of the first rank, Septenbaljur',
repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with
a yellow label inscribed Pingdingliang Jinchuan gongchen xiang di chi ('The seventh painting
from the series of meritorious officials who contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the
major and minor]?
72.7 by 55.6 cm.. 28% by 21% in.
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The Manchu transliteration:
Hebei amban hiya kadalara dorgi amban gurun-i efu hojoi cin wang bihe
Sep tenbaljur
The English translation:
ImperialCouncillor, Commander of the lrnperialBodyguard, ImperialSonin-law, Imperial Prince of the first rank Septenbaljur
Septenbaljur (d. 1775) was the third son of Lobzang Gunbu. In 1743 he
became Fuguo gong! In 1746 he was married to Hejing (1731-1795) third
daughter of the Qianlong emperor. Like Mingliyang, despite being related
to the Emperor, he too had a spotty military career with many promotions
and demotions. In 1752 he succeeded as Jasak hogoi darhanzcinwang. In
1755 he earned merit in the Turlcestan campaign. In 1756 he was demoted
to gong again after he had contracted the Emperor's displeasure and had
been stripped of his rank In 1758 he became Hoioi cinwang again. In 1771,

he was on hand to welcome the Torguts to the imperial summer retreat in
Jehol (see lots 149-157). In 1772 he was again scraped from the official list
but he earned merit in the second Jinchuan campaign, and his former rank
was restored. He died in 1775 from an illness. As imperial son-in-law he has
a relatively detailed biography despite the fact that he was degraded more
than once. His eldest son. Elezhetemuereerkebabai. continued the lineage
as Doroi beile.
The Emperor wrote his eulogy which was inscribed on the full-scale
hanging portrait and the handscroll, the whereabouts of which are currently
unknown.
A t Yixi he exerted himself to the utmost and had military successes
one upon another.
Brave and loyal, he continued to rally his troops despite being struck
with illness while in camp,
about which he ordered that i t not be reported to me.
What a pity that in the end he failed to rise from his sickbed
and never saw his achievements realized.

'

Prince of the bbod, either of th 6th or the 8th degree, depending on
specification.

An old Mongolian tide which is appended to the name of Princes who have
distinguished themselves. It caries with it an increasedallowance.
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